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FREE TO BOUND TO FREE? INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PRAGMATICS AND
SYNTAX IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUSTRALIAN PRONOMINAL
SYSTEMS
ILANA MUSHIN JANE SIMPSON
University of Queensland University of Sydney
Data from dual pronoun systems in Australian languages is used to show the pragmatic basis
for a cycle of pronoun creation—reduced pronouns from free forms and free from reduced—and
the motivation to maintain both types in a linguistic system. Free pronouns become positionally
restricted reduced forms by association of clause-initial position with discourse prominence
(Swartz 1988, Choi 1999). The same pragmatic motivations result in the creation of new free
pronouns, and the divergence of free and reduced pronouns with respect to ergative case marking.
Examples of languages at different stages of the cycle include Garrwa (one set of free pronouns,
with a strong preference for second position); Djambarrpuyngu and Gupapuyngu (two sets of
pronouns transparently related in form and in complementary distribution); Ritharrngu, Djinang,
and Djinba (two sets of pronouns transparently related in form but in which the reduced pronouns
are becoming obligatory); Warlpiri (two sets of pronouns, which diverge in form, and the reduced
set is obligatory); and Warumungu (one set of reduced pronouns, indicating how new free pronouns
might emerge based on information-packaging principles). The creation of free pronouns from
reduced pronouns argues against strict unidirectionality of change.*
1. INTRODUCTION. Pronouns are a central grammatical category and a vital part of
the referent tracking system of any language. A pronoun is an anaphoric expression
whose reference shifts in context (Jakobson 1971). It packages a set of identifying
features of the referent (e.g. person, number, gender, etc.), which guide interlocutors
to pick out the correct entity from a universe of discourse. Forms that encode such
pronominal information show a range of structural realizations (Bresnan 2001), from
free, to weak, to clitic, to affix, to zero anaphor. They may be free (i.e. an independent
word), or they may be bound to other forms as clitics or affixes. Many languages around
the world feature two (and sometimes more than two) sets of pronouns (Schwartz 1986,
Siewierska 2004). These range from the situation in English in which pronouns are
usually prosodically weak but may have prosodically strong forms under focus (Selkirk
1995), to languages in which the two sets of pronouns have different segmental forms,
for example Warlpiri ngaju(lu) (free) and rna (bound) first-person singular subject.
The Warlpiri pronoun system consists of a set of nonreduced, free independent pronouns
and a set of dependent, weak/clitic/affix pronouns that can act as the sole realization
of an argument (as distinct from pure agreement affixes, which do not fill arguments).
Other languages have two sets of pronouns where both are free, but one set is used
perhaps for emphasis, or contrast. We call languages with two clearly distinct sets of
pronouns DUAL SYSTEMS. In this article we are largely concerned with the development
and maintenance of dual systems where one set is ‘free’ and one ‘reduced’ (in Bresnan’s
sense1), and more specifically, where the reduced set consists of positionally restricted
clitics.
* We are very grateful to Brett Baker, Claire Bowern, Alan Dench, Mark Harvey, Harold Koch, Mary
Laughren, Patrick McConvell, David Nash, two anonymous referees, and the editors Brian Joseph and Nick
Evans for comments and discussion, as well as to audiences at seminars given at the University of New
South Wales, and the Australian Linguistics Society meetings in 2005 and 2006, and the University of Sydney
2006 Reading Group.
1 Bresnan includes zero anaphora under ‘reduced’, but we do not discuss zero anaphors much, since the
task of distinguishing zero anaphora (justified by meaningful gaps in paradigms) from pragmatic interpretation
of the absence of pronouns is not easy (Cysouw 2003a).
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Understanding the emergence of such dual systems requires proposing, in addition to
historical processes, plausible structural conditions and plausible semantico-pragmatic
motivations for the creation of reduced pronouns. The structural conditions for the
development of distinct sets of reduced pronouns generally have been discussed by
Siewierska (2004), and for Australian languages by Dixon (1980, 2002) and Hale
(1973). Some pragmatic motivations have been provided (Ariel 2000, Givo´n 1976,
Haiman 1991, McConvell 1996), although these have been criticized by Fuß (2005).
In terms of historical processes, the emergence of reduced pronouns has been claimed
as an example of grammaticalization (Haiman 1991, Mithun 1996), even though some
argue that no special process of grammaticalization is needed (Janda 2001, Joseph
2001). Reduced pronouns usually result from a tendency for free pronouns to become
phonologically reduced over time, as languages may treat pronouns as function words,
elements that are prosodically weak (Selkirk 1995).2 However, reduced pronouns may
also emerge from other sources (Mithun 1996, Joseph 2001).
Little attention has been paid in typological work to the pragmatic motivations for
the emergence of dual pronoun systems, despite the extensive body of work investigat-
ing the mechanisms of referent tracking in discourse (Du Bois 1980, Fox 1996, Givo´n
1983, Nariyama 2003). An exception is McConvell 1996. In this article we show how
the analysis of both free and reduced pronouns in the context of dual systems can
shed light not only on the motivations for developing reduced pronouns, but also on
motivations for the maintenance and/or development of free pronouns. Understanding
such motivations is an important precursor for understanding historical change in lan-
guages where the time-depth of historical records is shallow. The result is a departure
from an insistence on a unidirectional model of grammaticalization in accounting for
reduced pronouns, toward an exploration of grammatical change within whole pronomi-
nal systems.3
This study focuses on dual pronoun systems in Australian languages, where the
reduced pronouns are second-position clitics that still act as referential pronouns and
not purely as agreement markers.4 It is a challenge to work out plausible pathways for
fixing pronouns in second position, and for the emergence of dual pronoun systems,
in languages that do not use constituent order to express grammatical functions, and
that allow grammatical functions to be expressed as discontinuous constituents. Addi-
tionally, while dual pronoun systems are widespread in Australian languages,5 many
languages have only one set. Comparison of properties of pronouns in single and dual
systems provides further support for the pragmatic motivations we describe here. At
least some of the patterns we find are found in other languages, and so our proposed
motivations for the development of dual pronoun systems probably reflect discourse
pressures common to all language users.
In what follows we first describe formal properties of free and reduced positional
pronouns in Australian dual systems, and summarize how their development has previ-
2 We thank Brett Baker for alerting us to the relevance of Selkirk’s work.
3 In the spirit of views expressed in Joseph 2006 and elsewhere.
4 That is, a clause can consist of just a verb and a weak pronoun, so that the weak pronoun is the sole
exponent of an argument. Hence they are not pure agreement markers.
5 While most northern non-Pama-Nyungan languages have dual systems involving pronominal prefixes
on verbs and one or more sets of free pronouns, we do not discuss these in detail since the prefixes are often
morphologically opaque, and these languages sometimes have the extra factor of noun-class systems that
may be used in reference tracking (Baker 2002). See Heath 1983, 1984 for a detailed text-based account of
the use of different pronoun types for reference tracking and information structure in Nunggubuyu.
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ously been accounted for in the Australianist literature. We then discuss the pragmatics
of pronouns, and show how functional differences may lead to structural splits, leading
to the development of dual systems. These pragmatic factors then feature in detailed
case studies of the appearance of reduced pronouns in Garrwa (§4) and Yolngu varieties
(§5). We next consider how these same pragmatic features may lead to the development
of new free pronouns from reduced forms through an examination of Warumungu
pronouns. We then argue that the pattern of grammatical development in modern Waru-
mungu may account for the origins of free pronouns in other Australian languages.
Finally we show that our analysis of the pragmatics that underlie the development of
reduced and free forms may also account for case-marking differences between reduced
and free pronouns in these languages.
2. DUAL PRONOUN SYSTEMS IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES. There have been several
surveys of the forms of pronouns in Australia, offering areal descriptions, covering the
historical development of reduced pronouns from free pronouns, and attempting to
reconstruct ancestral systems and diffusion of forms (Blake 1988, 1990, Capell 1956,
Dench 2005b, Dixon 1980, 2002, Harvey 2003, Schmidt 1919). These studies demon-
strate that it is common among Australian languages to have two (and sometimes three)
sets of pronouns, usually a free set and a reduced set.
In such systems, the free pronouns are independent words and are usually classified
as a type of nominal (Dench 2005b, Hale et al. 1996), since they share similar case-
marking categories, with any splits in case-marking patterns attributed to the topicality
hierarchies of animacy, person, and case marking (Bresnan 2001, Silverstein 1976).
Alternatively, free pronouns may be treated as a separate word class that can head an
NP (Austin 1981, Dixon 1972, 1977, 2002:342, Donaldson 1980).
The classification of free pronouns as a type of nominal implies that they will behave
syntactically like other nouns, occurring wherever nouns may occur in clauses, be they
in argument or adjunct function. But this is not the case. For example, Dixon observes
that while word order in Yidiny and Dyirbal is free, pronouns (actors in Dyirbal, pro-
nouns generally in Yidiny) are attracted to positions closer to the start of the clause
(Dixon 1972:291, 1977:268).6
In Kalkatungu, Blake (1983:153) shows that the preferred order of nouns denoting
transitive subject (A) and object (O) differs from that of pronouns. In general, there is
a preference for Kalkatungu pronouns to occur in first or second position. Thus object
pronouns tend to precede the verb, whereas object nouns may precede or follow.7 Both
pronouns and noun subjects of intransitive verbs (S) are much more likely to precede
the verb than follow it.
Similarly, Dench shows differences in distribution between nouns and free pronouns
expressing objects and subjects in Nyamal: ‘In clauses with pronoun objects, these
immediately follow the verb in 70% of such cases, as compared to this position for
59% of objects in clauses in which these are nominals’ (Dench 2005a:Figs. 4–7).8 An
examination of Dench’s figures reveals that pronominal subjects are most likely to
6 For neither language does Dixon state the size or composition of the corpus over which these generaliza-
tions are made.
7 Whereas the orders AOV and AVO are about equally likely when both A and O are nouns, the order
AOV is much more common when they are both pronouns. This is based on 273 transitive and intransitive
nonelliptical sentences from a corpus of nonelicited text (monologue and dialogue).
8 AVO and VOA are the most common orders overall. This is based on Dench’s corpus of 294 transitive
sentences in which both subject and object are overtly expressed.
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occur in AVO and then VAO structures. Noun subjects, however, are most likely to
occur in VOA, then AVO or OVA structures. So in Nyamal pronominal subjects like
to be close to the beginning of the clause or close to the verb, while pronominal objects
tend to follow the verb directly. Dench (2005a, 2007) points out that Nyamal is on the
way to creating postverbal reduced pronouns similar to those in the neighboring lan-
guage Nyangumarta (Sharp 2004). In §3 we argue that such differences in ordering
reflect the different discourse properties of nouns and pronouns.
Reduced pronouns in Pama-Nyungan Australian languages may appear in Wackerna-
gel’s position, either attached directly to the first constituent, as in Ngiyambaa (Don-
aldson 1980), or attached to ‘catalyst/base’ elements in an auxiliary that occurs in initial
or second position, as in Warlpiri (Hale 1973). They may attach to verbs, as prefixes as
in many non-Pama-Nyungan languages (Harvey 2003), or as suffixes as in Nyangumarta
(Sharp 2004). Or they may appear in different positions, as in Gurindji in which they
can appear either in Wackernagel’s position or postverbally (McConvell 1996). Occa-
sionally they may have other restrictions, such as occurring obligatorily in subordinate
clauses as in Kalkatungu (Blake 1979), or cliticizing to an element preceding the verb
as in Kugu Nganhcara (Smith & Johnson 2000) and the Yolngu languages Djinang
and Djinba (Waters 1989).
Reduced pronouns usually express only arguments (subject and object functions, and
occasionally oblique functions), not adjuncts.9 They need not mirror the inflectional
categories of free pronouns, but may, for example, code only person categories or only
first- and second-person categories (Cysouw 2003a, Siewierska 2004). For example, the
Hunter River language appears only to have had singular reduced pronouns (Lissarague
2006). By contrast, Warlmanpa has a large set of reduced pronouns, but only two
subject and object free pronouns that express first and second person (Nash 1979).
We summarize the features of free and reduced pronouns in Australian languages
in 1 and 2.
(1) Free pronouns
a. frequently described as a subclass of nominal and as having relative free-
dom of position and of function (arguments or adjuncts)
b. often mark subject of transitive verb as opposed to object and intransitive
subject (following an ergative-absolutive case pattern, or else ergative-
nominative-accusative)
c. often ‘optional’ (Dixon 2002:344)
(2) Reduced pronouns
a. may be affixes or clitics on verbs
b. may be cliticized to a particular syntactic position (e.g. second position,
pre- or postverbal position)
c. often cross-reference subjects of transitive and intransitive clauses alike,
in contrast with objects (i.e. they tend not to follow an ergative case pat-
tern), and only rarely cross-reference other functions
d. grammatically often ‘obligatory’ (Dixon 2002:344)
The Warlpiri example in 3 illustrates the use of a widely discussed dual pronoun
system (Hale 1973, 1982, Hale et al. 1996, Jelinek 1984, Laughren 1982, 2000, 2002,
9 The obligatoriness of reduced pronouns in languages such as Warlpiri led Eloise Jelinek to propose that
the reduced pronouns were the arguments, and the coreferential noun phrases were just in apposition (Jelinek
1984). While the hypothesis gained wide currency, counterarguments were raised for Warlpiri and other
Australian languages (Austin & Bresnan 1996, Baker 2002, Evans 2002, Nordlinger 1998a, Simpson 1991)
and for the Algonquian language Passamaquoddy (Le Sourd 2006).
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2004, Legate 2002, Nash 1986, Simpson 1991, 2007). Free pronouns are optional while
bound pronouns are obligatory in finite clauses, and normally appear in second position
attached to an auxiliary base, which preliminary work suggests is in the same intonation
contour as what precedes it (Chapman 2007).10 Example 3 shows a sequence of four
clauses from a text. In 3a the subject is expressed by both a free pronoun (which has
ergative case) and a bound pronoun (which cross-references subjects of transitive verbs
(A) and intransitive verbs (S)). The object (O) is expressed by a bound pronoun only.
Notice that the forms of the free subject pronoun nganimpa-rlu and the discontinuous
bound pronoun rna . . . lu have quite different morphological shapes.
In 3b, the subject is represented by a bound pronoun and a noun makunta.11 In 3c
the object is expressed by a bound pronoun jana, but the subject is not overtly
expressed. The absence of an overt bound pronoun form is interpreted as third singular.
In 3d the subject is expressed by a free pronoun in initial position, and by a bound
pronoun attached to the present auxiliary ka, which is cliticized to the initial constitu-
ent. Pragmatically, this pronoun expresses a switch in subject as well as a contrast
between what the speaker (subject pronoun) should do, and what he wants his relations
to do.12
(3) Warlpiri (Swartz 1991:Text G, p. 121)
a. Pura-minyarnangkulu nganimpa-rluju?
follow-PRESINT1PL.EX.S2SG.O 1PL.EX-ERGDEF
‘Shall we follow you?’ (G51)
(bound pronominal plus coreferential free pronoun)
b. Watiya-rlalu makunta nyina-karrawu!
weapon-LOC2PL.S opposite.matrimoiety sit-IMPthitherEMPH
‘Just stay put, all my relatives, due to all the weaponry!’ (G52)
(bound pronominal plus coreferential nominal)
c. Kalajana wangka-ja.
used.to3PL.O say-PAST
‘He used to say to them.’ (G53)
(zero anaphor and bound pronominal)
d. Ngajujukukarnaji rdarrka-nyi jinta-ngkujuku.
1SGstillPRES1SG.S1SG.O endanger-PRES one-ERGstill
‘I’ll just endanger myself only.’ (G54)
(free pronoun and coreferential bound pronominal)
10
‘Second position’ is an oversimplification, since the internal structure of the auxiliary is complex, and
so is the interaction with initial position and left dislocation (Laughren 2000, 2002, 2004, Laughren et al.
2005, Simpson 2007). What is certain is the great rarity of pronominal clitics appearing in initial position,
even when they are disyllabic and fit the structure of a minimal word (e.g. nganpa ‘1 plural exclusive
object’).
11 Syntactically makunta is embedded in the clause, rather than being on the periphery as vocatives often
are. Pragmatically, however, it acts also as a vocative.
12 We have standardized the glosses to some extent, except that we have used S(ubject) and O(bject), rather
than nominative and accusative, for languages where this is clearly the best syntactic analysis. Abbreviations in
the glosses are as follows: A: subject of transitive verb, ACC: accusative, ALL: allative, CONJ: conjunction,
CPAST: continuous past, DAT: dative, DEC: deceased, DEF: definite, DM: discourse marker, DU: dual, EMPH:
emphatic, ERG: ergative, EX: exclusive, HAB: habitual, IMP: imperative, INT: interrogative, LOC: locative, NOM:
nominative, O: object, OBL: oblique, PAST: past tense, PL: plural, PRES: present, S: subject (in Warlpiri and
Warumungu glosses), S: subject of intransitive verb, SG: singular. ‘//’ marks an intonation unit boundary.
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An early proposal about the relation between the free and reduced pronouns in Warl-
piri was made by Hale:
the source of pronominal clitics in Walbiri is in fact independent pronouns which, at some stage in the
prehistory of the language, became unstressed and were attracted into clitic position (that is, second
position) in accordance with a principle of clitic placement which is extremely widespread among
languages of the world. The processes of destressing and cliticizing pronouns eventually became an
obligatory rule and, subsequently, independent pronouns were re-created from other sources available
to the language, such as oblique forms of pronouns like those found in possessive or in other functions
not normally subject to cliticization. Such a sequence of events seems quite suggestive and is, moreover,
entirely compatible with the synchronic state of affairs in which pronominal clitics no longer necessarily
resemble, in phonological constituency, the determiners which they most closely approximate in gram-
matical feature composition . . . (Hale 1973:340)
Several questions arise from Hale’s proposal. What is the motivation for the wide-
spread principle of clitic placement? If pronouns are a class of nominals, why do they
weaken and become unstressed, whereas other nominals are less likely to? How have
the morphological differences between free and bound subject pronouns (e.g. in 3a and
3d) arisen historically? And finally, how could a system develop in which the bound
pronouns cross-reference subjects of transitive or intransitive verbs as opposed to ob-
jects, while the free pronouns follow an ergative-absolutive case-marking pattern, in
which objects and subjects of intransitive verbs are unmarked?
A scheme for the development of dual systems, which generalizes Hale’s (1973)
discussion of Warlpiri, is summarized by Dixon (2002:354) and is presented here with
some expansion (in italics):
• STAGE 1: bound pronouns are identical to free forms, or are a transparent reduction
from them. At the start of stage 1, a clause may have a set of reduced pronouns
or free pronouns, but not both (as in Ritharrngu (§5)).
• STAGE 2: bound pronouns are substantially (or totally) different from free pro-
nouns. This is the stage after which clitics and agreement markers could diverge.
Having optional free pronouns but obligatory reduced pronouns results in a dual
system as in Warlpiri, while having both free and reduced pronouns as obligatory
leads to the reduced pronouns being treated as pure agreement markers lacking
referential ability.
• STAGE 3: the old free pronouns are lost and new ones formed involving the addition
of bound pronominal affixes or clitics to an invariable root.
It is uncontroversial that free pronouns turn into reduced pronouns (Ariel 2000,
Mithun 1996, Siewierska 2004:261), and that Australian languages have, as Dixon
(1980:363) puts it, ‘a propensity towards developing bound pronominal forms’. What
is left unanswered is the motivation for this ‘propensity’.
One answer to this question has been given by Barry Blake:
The tendency to discontinuous representation and the tendency to present a more inclusive word earlier
than a more specific one doubtless gives rise to clitics. The general words tend to represent given
information and are hence not stressed, and they tend to occur adjacent to the verb or to any constituent
that appears in the initial, discourse-salient position. (Blake 2001:420)
Thus the motivation is information structure, and the available structure for reanalysis
comes from the fact that pronouns are often unstressed and occur adjacent to elements
that presumably bear stress (the verb and the initial position). The structural conditions
for reanalysis are provided by the fact that pronouns can act as determiners, that noun
phrases can be discontinuous and so the determiner is split from its head, and that
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more generic information precedes more specific information.13 This is related to the
generalized NP detachment account (Givo´n 1976, Haiman 1991), whereby reduced
pronouns originate as ‘an independent anaphoric person marker in topic-shift, left- or
right-detached construction’ (Siewierska 2004:263).
The generalized NP detachment account, however, is difficult to support in Australia,
since third-person pronouns are the prototypical representatives of the pronoun-determi-
ner class for the resumptive structures that Blake discusses. This would lead us to expect
third-person reduced pronouns, but, while nonsingular third-person bound pronouns are
common, it is very common for both reduced and free pronoun paradigms to lack
overt third-person singular pronouns, as in Warlpiri.14 Thus, while the presence of
discontinuous nominal constructions with separated pronominal determiners may pro-
vide a structure in which reduced pronouns can be reanalyzed as clitics, it does not
provide the motivation for the reanalysis (Fuß 2005).
Nor is motivation found in Dixon’s suggestion that there are ‘two kinds of trigger
for the evolution of bound pronouns. One is for free pronouns to begin to lose their
independent form. The other is for free pronouns to begin to lose their freedom of
positioning’ (2002:381). These are statements of processes, not of triggers for processes.
Accessibility of referent has been proposed as a pragmatic motivation for the reduc-
tion of pronouns. Under this analysis speakers use more reduced forms to code highly
accessible referents (such as those that have been mentioned repeatedly), so that reduc-
tion itself acts as a signal to the listener of high-accessibility referents (Ariel 2000).
The loss of freedom of position for pronouns in contrast to other nominals suggests
that there is a pragmatically governed pattern of occurrence of pronouns in some particu-
lar position associated with some information-structure function that over time becomes
grammatically fixed.15 If the position directly preceding that position is prosodically
strong (bearing focal stress, say), then free pronouns following the prosodically strong
constituent might become prosodically ‘weak’,16 and phonologically reduced (Alpher
2005).17 We illustrate this scenario in §§4 and 5 with patterns of pronoun placement
in Garrwan and Yolngu languages respectively.
The division of different pragmatic functions between free and reduced pronouns
allows the forms of free and reduced pronouns to diverge independently (cf. Dixon’s
stage 2, given above). The old free pronouns could simply continue along their path
of development independently of reduced forms, and this is presumably what is going
on at stage 2.
13 Dixon (1977) makes a similar suggestion for Yidiny. The proposed reanalysis of an appositional structure
resembles Givo´n’s topic-shifting-structure source for subject agreement marking, but without Givo´n’s infor-
mation-structure motivation (Givo´n 1976).
14 As Fuß (2005) observes, the NP detachment account predicts that third-person agreement markers are
likely to arise before first- and second-person markers. This does not appear to be the case.
15 This path of grammatical change is claimed in Mushin 2006 for second-position forms more generally.
16 Brett Baker (p.c. 2007) has pointed out to us that the argument that pronouns as function words are by
default prosodically weak in English and other European languages (Selkirk 1995) leads us to expect that
in nonconfigurational languages such as Australian languages pronouns might be prosodically weak in any
position. Going against this expectation, however, is the fact that free pronouns often act more like nominals
than function words. Nevertheless it is an important question for further research.
17 Brian Joseph pointed out to us the similarity between these pairs of free and bound pronouns, and the
pair of not and n’t in English, in which the position of the latter is restricted, leading to a possible interpretation
of n’t as an inflectional affix (Zwicky & Pullum 1983).
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At stage 3 in Dixon’s schema, we ask why old free pronouns are lost, and why
languages replace them with new free forms. Replacement can be by borrowing, or by
extension of other forms in the paradigm, as Hale proposed. But it can also take place
by creating new free forms through adding augments to reduced forms. To develop a
new free form, a reduced pronoun must associate with a form (a host or an augment)
that allows it to stand alone phonologically. The host or augment must be semantically
empty enough to allow reanalysis of the new structure as a pronominal form, or else
the reduced pronoun runs the risk of being analyzed as an inflection (e.g. agreement).
In §6 we consider the nature of these base forms in the light of evidence from
Warumungu, a language that currently has only reduced forms but that appears to
be developing free variants of these reduced forms. The evidence suggests that the
development of free pronouns from reduced pronouns is also related to their discourse
functions.
3. DISCOURSE FUNCTIONS OF PRONOUNS. The treatment of pronouns in the literature
as a subtype of nominal complicates the account of how conditions arise for pronouns
(but not other nominals) to become fixed in a position, such as second position, leading
to cliticization. The pragmatic motivation for this positional restriction lies in the fact
that, in these languages, the placement of words with respect to each other and to
the boundaries of prosodic domains reflects aspects of the information packaging of
utterances, rather than signaling subject and object (pragmatic, rather than syntactic,
word order; Hale 1992). Differences in distributions of free pronouns compared with
other types of nominals can be analyzed in terms of their different discourse functions.
Similarly, the formal differences between free and reduced pronouns are also reflected
in a split in discourse functions.18
Givo´n (1983, 1988) proposed a continuum whereby at one end, full noun phrases
are more likely to be used when the referent is new to the discourse (high or no
‘referential distance’), or requires some special disambiguation, and/or is not going to
be referred to again in the discourse (low or no ‘topic persistence’). At the other end,
reduced pronouns are more likely to be used when the referent is well established in
the discourse, has low referential distance, and a high degree of topic persistence. Free
pronouns fall somewhere between full NPs and reduced pronouns. While they are used
to refer to well-established discourse referents, and ones that are likely to be referred
to continuously, they are also used when such topic-continuous referents are referred
to emphatically or contrastively.
The Australian dual pronoun systems we have looked at are consistent with Givo´n’s
observations. Recall that in many cases, bound pronouns are obligatory, and as such
are no longer available as a marker of particular information statuses. Instead, the
18 In some Australian dual pronominal systems, the free pronouns have been found to have differing
discourse functions (e.g. contrast, topic shift). For example, Heath (1984:134) identifies three different dis-
course functions for Nunggubuyu independent pronouns: ‘sequential’, ‘contrastive’, and ‘focus’. The different
functions are marked by suffixes attached to the nominal stem. Heath (1984:256) observes a strong tendency
for free pronouns (both nominative and those with contrastive marking) to occur clause-initially, and he
claims that this is optimal in the case of retrospective contrast. Emphatic and sequential pronouns often
occur as appositive modifiers. He writes:
preverbal position (with or without a clear pause or similar intonational boundary) is characteristic of WH
interrogatives and the most important discourse-marked pronouns ( . . . Contrastive . . . and Emphatic) . . .
there is a general prominence associated with preposing and (other) preverbal position, but it is difficult
to pin this rather vague notion down in a way which would be generally valid. (Heath 1984:615)
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optional free pronouns are used in restricted information-structuring contexts. For exam-
ple, in the Warlpiri text extract in 3 above, bound pronouns alone are used until the
represented speaker uses a free pronoun to isolate himself from the group, contrasting
his leaving the group to the rest of the group ‘staying put’.19 Free pronouns are rare,20
and are used for switch subject, contrast, and other related functions.
To summarize, in dual systems both free and reduced pronominal forms share the
referent-tracking property of being used when the speaker wants to signal that the
referent should be identifiable to the listener. Free pronouns in such dual systems,
however, seem restricted to a range of discourse contexts associated with the informa-
tion status of the referent.
These extra types of contexts in which we see free pronouns being used are ones in
which the speaker judges that the information, while identifiable, somehow falls outside
of the listener’s expectations.21 They include the contexts for free pronouns identified
by Givo´n (1983), but also other related discourse contexts such as answers to questions,
negative expressions, topic and perspective shifts, and sometimes modal and evidential
operations (Mushin 2006:292). Note that such information may be NEW to the discourse
(e.g. as is often the case in answers to questions) but it need not be (e.g. in some
contrastive contexts). We call this range of information types characterized in terms
of speaker’s judgment of listener’s expectations PROMINENT information, following Choi
1999. Prominent information overlaps what others have called ‘focus’ (e.g. E´ . Kiss’s
1998 ‘identificational focus’; Simpson & Wu 2002). But prominence is not restricted
to elements in focus, that is, new information. Focus is part of what is likely to be
prominent, but new information need not be prominent (Choi 1999), and prominent
constituents may represent old information, changes of topic, and the like.
Speakers of many languages will place some kind of prosodic prominence on prag-
matically prominent information. However, there is also a great range of special mor-
phological and syntactic structures that may be used systematically to signal particular
types of prominence. In the Australian languages we have examined here, pragmatically
prominent constituents are systematically placed in ‘initial position’—the first position
in a prosodically defined utterance (Hale 1992, Heath 1980:102–3, 1984:615, Laughren
2002, 2004, Legate 2003, McConvell 1996, Mushin 2006, Swartz 1988, Waters 1989:
205–6). The pragmatic significance of initial position is seen in the Warlpiri examples
in 3 above where the prominent free pronoun occurs in initial position.
The placement of prominent information in initial position in Australian languages
is consistent with Mithun’s analysis of the placement of ‘newsworthy’ information in
free-word-order languages (Mithun 1992). Many of the grammatical forms that are
required to occur initially reflect aspects of prominence (e.g. WH-words, negative parti-
cles, modal/evidential particles). Other forms occur initially only when contextually
prominent. This is certainly the case for free pronouns, as it is for nouns. The difference
lies in languages with dual pronoun systems. In these, free pronouns representing sub-
jects and objects tend only to be used at all in contexts of prominence, which may be
19 Similar restrictions on the status of information expressed by free pronouns exist in languages with
complementary free/reduced systems (e.g. Ngiyambaa; Donaldson 1980).
20 For example, in 281 clauses there were only eleven examples of free subject pronouns, seven of which
were in clause-initial position (counts from two oral mythological narratives, Parraja-kurlu (Kendon 1988)
and Oral text G (Swartz 1991).
21 A characterization in keeping with Payne’s notion of ‘pragmatically marked’ information (Payne 1992a).
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expressed by initial placement, or in right-dislocated positions (we do not discuss the
discourse functions of right dislocation here).
In addition to the crosslinguistic variation in how prominence may be formally
marked in languages, there is also variation in the mapping of different kinds of promi-
nence to particular grammatical features. So, for example, languages may formally
differentiate constituents in contexts of topic shift, contrast, and answers to questions.
Heath’s (1984) analysis of Wubuy (Nunggubuyu) free pronouns formally differentiates
topic shift and answers to questions; McConvell (1996, n.d.) argues that contrast and
topic shift are marked by different morphosyntactic patterns in some Ngumpin lan-
guages; Baker (2008) differentiates topic (shift/contrast) from focus position. The asso-
ciation of initial position with different types of prominence needs to be carefully
defined for each language. But the association of initial position with at least some
subset of the prominent contexts listed above is a robust generalization for most of the
Australian languages we have looked at. The semantic/pragmatic properties of this
position may be further delimited by extra morphology, or by prosody, or by morpholog-
ical doubling (Simpson & Wu 2002).
We have established that there is a functional split between free and reduced pronouns
in Australian languages with dual pronoun systems.22 What about Australian languages
with only one set of pronouns? It is logically possible for such languages to limit use of
pronouns to certain prominent contexts and avoid pronouns altogether in nonprominent
contexts, where any further disambiguation would not be necessary. Yidiny and Dyirbal,
for example, make considerable use of zero anaphora (described by Dixon (1977) in
terms of coordination, topic-chaining, implicated NPs, and deletion of coreferential
NPs).
We also find languages where the one set of pronouns is used in both prominent
and nonprominent contexts. In such cases, however, we find a regular correspondence
between the information status of the referent and the position of the pronoun in the
clause: pronouns in prominent contexts are found initially, as prominent information
is found initially in these languages more generally, but, perhaps more significantly,
we find nonprominent pronouns regularly occurring in second position, following a
prominent initial constituent or word. This is the pattern we find in the Garrwan lan-
guages, discussed in the next section.23
The preference for nonprominent pronouns to occur adjacent to prominent constitu-
ents has been noted with respect to clitic pronouns generally. Indeed, it has been sug-
gested that second-position clitics often act to mark the prominence of another
constituent, namely the one to which they attach (McConvell 1996, Mushin 2006 (fol-
lowing Cysouw 2003b), Simpson & Wu 2002). This systematic split between prominent
and nonprominent pronouns in initial and second position provides us with the context
of syntactic adjacency that must be a precondition to the development of positionally
restricted reduced pronouns from free forms.
4. FUNCTIONAL SPLITS IN SINGLE PRONOUN SYSTEMS: GARRWA AND WANYI. Garrwa
(non-Pama-Nyungan) has traditionally been described as having one set of (free) pro-
nouns (Dixon 2002, Furby 1972), and it has been used as an example language to
illustrate the development of reduced pronoun systems from free pronouns (Dixon
2002:382). The pronoun system of the closely related language Wanyi (Breen 2003),
22 This functional split has been identified in many other dual-system languages (Schwartz 1986).
23 We have also observed it in an examination of Jiwarli texts (Austin 1997).
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which is the only other known language in this group, shares many properties with
Garrwa, and we discuss their relevant similarities and differences as they relate to the
question of how second-position dual systems may arise.
Garrwa and Wanyi are both traditionally spoken in an area in North-Central Australia
where second-position dual pronoun systems are very common. Indeed, both Garrwa
and Wanyi are unusual non-Pama-Nyungan languages in having no independent set of
reduced pronouns either as verbal prefixes (as is common) or as clitics (as is less
common among non-Pama-Nyungan languages, but which can be seen in neighboring
non-Pama-Nyungan Mirndi languages, Wambaya and Gudanji (Nordlinger 1998b), and
the Tangkic language, Yukulta (Keen 1983)).
Table 1 gives the paradigm of Garrwa pronominal forms (reflexive forms omitted).24
These pronouns have nominative, accusative, and oblique stems (nouns have ergative/
absolutive case inflections). First- and second-person singular pronouns and first-person
inclusive dual have suppletive forms for the three inflections, but all other person/
number forms are transparently derived from the nominative stem. There is no form
for third-person singular object, and the third-person singular subject form nyulu is
mostly used in ‘prominent’ contexts (e.g. in 4 below), with a strong preference for no
pronoun to be used in third-singular contexts of continuing reference. The syllables




A/S nga(yu) (incl.) nungka(la) (incl.) ngamba(la)
(excl.) ngali(ya) (excl.) nurru
O ngana (incl.) niya-nya (incl.) ngambala-nya
(excl.) ngali-nya (excl.) nurru-nya
Obl ngaki- (incl.) niya- (incl.) ngambala-
(excl.) ngali- (excl.) nurru-
2ND PERSON
A/S ninji nimba(la) narri
O ninya nimbala-nya narri-nya
Obl nganyi nimbala- narri-
3RD PERSON
A/S nyulu bula yalu
O — bula-nya yalu-nya
Obl nanga- bula- yalu-
TABLE 1. Garrwa pronouns.
Both Garrwa and Wanyi have been described as verb-initial languages (Mushin
2005a, Laughren et al. 2005), and word order is perhaps more syntactically restrictive
than has been argued for other Australian languages. Clause-initial is the default position
for Garrwa verbs when there is no particular prominent constituent, conjunction, or
particle. Noun phrases are not syntactically restricted in principle, but rather are placed
according to information-packaging principles: initial position for NPs that are both
prominent and ‘new’, and postverbal for NPs that are just ‘new’.
24 The Wanyi forms are very similar. The main differences are the permanent loss of final syllable /la/
in the nominative forms for first-person dual inclusive (nungkala  nungka), first-person plural inclusive
(ngambala  ngamba), and second-person dual (nimbala  nimba). This syllable emerges in accusative
and oblique cases, however.
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There are pragmatic differences between NPs that occur in ‘true’ initial position,
under the main intonation contour and potentially attracting a second-position clitic,
and left-dislocated NPs, which occur in a separate intonation unit and do not attract
second-position clitics (Mushin 2005a). This pragmatic split is also seen in Wanyi, and
has been analyzed as a difference between ‘focus’ ( second-position clitics following)
and ‘topic’ ( left-dislocated, possibly with pronoun in second position within clause)
phrasal positions in Laughren et al. 2005.
Nominative and accusative pronouns overwhelmingly occur in second position in
discourse, following an initial constituent.25 This is illustrated in 4, where regardless
of the person and number of the pronouns, they remain in second position.
(4) Garrwa
a. mungkubayi ngayi jungkuyi //
Burketown 1SG.NOMPAST sitPAST
‘I was living in Burketown’
b. jungku ngayi nana-nyina //
sit 1SG.NOMPAST that-LOC
‘I was living there’
c. bayamuku ngaki yali jilajba school //
kids 1SG.DAT 3PL.NOMPAST go
‘my kids went to school’
d. you know there //
e. jungku // nanaba //
sit over.there
‘living over there’
f. walkurra nurri yabimba mali nanaba //
big 1PL.EX.NOMPAST make flood over.there
‘We had a big flood over there.’
g. wayka nurri jungkuyi // kularra wayka
down 1PL.EX.NOMPAST sitPAST south down
‘We were staying down south (of the town).’ (4.5.01.3.DG)
Example 4 is the scene-setting opening of an elicited narrative where the speaker
was asked to recount her experiences of a cyclone in 1985. It can be assumed that the
identity of the speaker as the main protagonist of the story is inferrable from the elicita-
tion context (i.e. she was asked to tell of her own experiences), and so we do not expect
reference to the speaker (e.g. first-person pronouns) to be treated as prominent.
In 4a the name of the town ‘Mungkubayi’ is the most prominent information, as it
is the information that least conforms with hearer expectations. This is the information
in initial position, followed by the pronoun. Line 4b, which reformulates the information
in 4a, does not add anything unexpected to the discourse world, and the verb is found
initially, followed by a first-person singular pronoun that continues the reference to
the speaker. In line 4c the focus shifts to what the speaker’s children were doing at
this time (thereby further setting the scene in terms of the life stage of the speaker).
The shift in reference from the speaker to the children can be viewed as the most
prominent component of this utterance (in addition to being new), and it is found
initially. Lines 4d (which is English) and 4e reformulate the same information as in
25 Garrwa data is from the first author’s field recordings. Counts done on a database of 315 clauses from
Garrwa traditional narrative indicate that pronouns occur in second position over 96% of the time. Example
4, which is not from the counted corpus, is typical of Garrwa discourse in general.
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4a and 4b (the location of the speaker at the time of the cyclone), and the Garrwa
clause is verb-initial (with no pronoun). The flood is introduced in line 4f, and here a
nominal referring to its size, walkurra ‘big (one)’, is found initially, followed by a
first-person plural pronoun referring to the speaker and her children (and perhaps oth-
ers).26 Line 4g is a further reformulation of the location of the speaker, but here there
is more specific information given (wayka ‘down’), and this is what occurs in initial
position.
This extract illustrates how positionally restricted the pronouns are in Garrwa. While
verbs, NPs, and demonstratives may occur either initially or after the pronoun, they
cannot occur in the position immediately following the initial constituent if there is a
pronoun present. Garrwa nominative pronouns can occur initially, but only in emphatic
and contrastive environments. Initial pronouns cannot themselves be followed by a
second-position pronoun.27
Example 5 illustrates the narrative use of an initial pronoun, from a different personal
history story. Just prior to the start of this extract, the narrator had been telling about
her father leaving instructions for the young people to strip paperbark from trees. In
5a the narrator reports the group of people (including herself) taking part in the action.
The pronoun nurri ‘1PL.EX.NOM’ follows the verb. In 5b, she shifts perspective from
first to third person (it is unclear why), and sets up a contrast between what this one
group of people (including a cousin) was doing (i.e. following orders) and what one
teenage girl was doing (i.e. climbing a tree and not following orders). The initial pronoun
yalu ‘3PL.NOM’ in 5b is stressed and is followed by a conjunction. A coreferential NP
is right-dislocated in 5b. In 5c, the contrasted pronoun nyulu ‘3SG.NOM’ is here preceded
by a contrastive conjunction ngala in first position, and so, although the prominent
pronoun is not in initial position, it directly follows the contrastive marker.28
(5) Garrwa
a. Bankijba nurri naja // yarrijba waykiny-ina //
get 1PL.EX.NOMPAST paperbark put wagon-LOC
‘We got the paperbark, put it on the wagon’
b. Yalu jali banjkijbayi naja jamaku-yurru-nyi //
3PL.NOM CONJ getPAST paperbark cousin-DEC-ERG
‘They got the bark off the tree, cousin (did)’
c. Ngala nyulu wunbanmaka say ‘there there’ ngamandarran //
CONJ 3SG.NOM teenager breasts
‘But she, that teenager say ‘‘there there’’, with the breasts’
d. Kirrijbayi wararru-na //
climbPAST paperbark.tree-LOC
‘Climbed up a paperbark tree.’ (3.9.03.1.KS)
26 The reason why walkurra is initial and not mali ‘flood’, which might also be a candidate, is likely to
be because the flood is the already established topic of the story.
27 There are no examples in the Garrwa corpus of accusative or oblique pronouns in initial position,
although this might be a result of a lack of prominent accusative or oblique pronouns in the corpus.
28 The status of clausal connectors as ‘initial’ constituents (which may be followed immediately by a
pronoun) appears to depend on the semantics of each form in Garrwa. As a marker of contrast and disjunction,
ngala inherently encodes prominence and occupies the same initial slot as the negative particle miku and
interrogative forms that are ‘inherently’ prominent. In contrast, the coordinator baki is not usually followed
by a pronoun and is not in itself associated with contexts of prominence (Mushin 2005b). The variability
found here supports the view proposed by Anderson (2005) and others that what counts as ‘initial’ for the
purposes of calculating Wackernagel’s position is subject to language-specific factors.
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The above examples illustrate that Garrwa pronouns and a coreferential nominal can
occur in the same clause, as in 4c (#N Pron), 5b (#Pron . . . N), and 5c (#Conj Pron
N). Sequences of #Pron Pron have not been found yet in Garrwa, consistent with our
analysis of Garrwa as having a single pronominal system. Left-dislocated structures,
however, have been found, as in 6. These kinds of clauses are also attested in Wanyi.
(6) ngayu wudumba ngayu wawarra na.
1SG.NOM get 1SG.NOM kid DM
‘Me, I (finally) got kids.’ (Speaker is contrasting herself with other women
in a community who had had children earlier.) (10.9.03.3.TD)
In 6 the initial pronoun is stressed, although it is not clear that this stressed pronoun
is in fact in a separate intonation unit from the following verb and pronoun.29 In contrast,
the pronoun following the verb is unstressed (and is shorter (0.37 s vs. 2.57 s), quieter
(a peak of 59.89 dB vs. 72.34 dB on the initial (stressed) vowel), and lower in pitch
(a pitch peak of 181.38 Hz vs. 232.17 Hz on the initial vowel) than the preceding
pronoun. Thus, while both pronouns are audibly bisyllabic, they have quite different
prosodic shapes.
The examples so far illustrate subject pronominals only. Object pronouns can also
occur in second position if there is no subject pronoun present, as in 7, from a traditional
story. Oblique pronouns follow both subject and object pronouns (if present), and
frequently occur clause-finally (as oblique NPs tend to).
(7) Object pronoun only
ngardijba yalu-nyili ngulurr-ina nanga-ndu nanaba jula(ki)-wanyi.
hide 3PL-ACCHAB back-LOC her-LOC over.there bird-ERG
‘(She) used to hide them [her children] behind her back over there, the
bird (did).’ (18.4.00.1.DR)
Pronouns in second position are always unstressed and sometimes reduced. All exam-
ples of initial pronouns in the Garrwa corpus are stressed. The correspondence of
functional, prosodic, and syntactic features of the Garrwa pronouns provides the pre-
dicted preconditions for the development of a bound pronominal system. The fact that
initial and second-position pronouns cannot stand next to each other suggests that initial
pronouns may even be left-dislocated rather than in initial position, for the purposes
of calculating second position.
A final respect in which Garrwa pronouns fulfill the preconditions for developing a
dual system comes from the variation that exists when both subject and object are
represented by pronouns. In such circumstances, subject and object may be represented
by free pronouns in either subject-object or object-subject order, as in 8.
(8) Two free pronouns
SUBJECT OBJECT
a. ngarrkadaba ngayi yalu-nya
spear 1SG.NOMPAST 3PL-ACC
‘I speared them’
b. ngarrkadaba nanda lungkajin
spear that police
‘(I) speared those policemen’
29 There are pitch peaks on the initial syllables of both the initial pronoun and the verb. The pitch peak
on the verb, however, is a little lower than the pronoun, and could be interpreted as declination.
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OBJECT SUBJECT
c. Minji30 ngana yalu kijijba.
CONJ 1SG.ACC 3PL.NOM tie.up
‘When they (tried to) arrest me.’ (3.9.03.1.KS)
But for certain person/number combinations in transitive clauses,31 a compound
pronoun (ordering object-subject) is usually used, as in 9. Variation exists in that while
the person/number/case combination of 1SG.A and 3PL.O in 8a is not a possible com-
pound, the combination in 8c could be a compound (1SG.O/3PL.A—nganyjalu).
(9) compound pronoun
wajba nin-yalu ngujbul-anyi wada-nyi.
give 2SG.ACC-3PL.NOM stinking-DAT food-DAT
‘They give you stinking food.’ (11.5.01.1.KS)
Like noncompound pronouns expressing core arguments (nominative or accusative),
compound pronouns can attract tense/aspect clitics. Compound pronouns are always
found in second position, and cannot occur in initial position. This makes sense pragmat-
ically, if we consider initial position to be the site for pronouns expressing prominent,
often contrastive, referents. Contexts in which both arguments would be prominent in
the same utterance will be rare. In cases with two core arguments expressed by pronouns
and one contrasted, we might expect that pronoun to occur initially, with the noncon-
trasted pronoun in second position.32 The restricted position of compound pronouns
reinforces our analysis of Garrwa pronouns as essentially restricted to second position,
except in particular pragmatic environments.33
So where are Garrwa pronouns in terms of a free-reduced continuum? In most con-
texts both compound and noncompound pronouns are positionally restricted, and this
is distinct from the properties of other kinds of nominals in Garrwa. While second-
position pronouns tend to be prosodically weaker than in initial position, the differences
do not appear great enough to analyze them as two distinct sets of pronouns—one free
and one reduced.34 This puts Garrwa somewhere before Dixon’s stage 1, where a
transparent split between free and reduced forms occurs. What we see here is the kind
30 The temporal/conditional particle minji functions as clause initial for the purposes of pronoun placement
(see n. 28).
31 Compound forms exist for all second-person subjects acting on first-person singular (i.e. 1SG.O/2SG.A,
1SG.O/2DU.A, and 1SG.O/2PL.A), and all third-person nonsingular acting on all other persons. There are no
compound pronouns with 3SG.A or O, and no 1SG.A acting on third persons. The form of these compounds
is a combination of an accusative pronoun (marked with a suffix -nya or -ny) with a nominative pronoun.
This is mostly clearly seen in 3DU.O combinations, for example, bula-nyan-bula 3DU.O/3DU.A.
32 Interestingly, we have been unable to find any examples of this predicted structure in the existing Garrwa
corpus, although Furby (1972:5) has two examples of noncompoundable combinations of pronouns (but the
context is not given).
33 For compound pronouns in Garrwa, there are differences between Mushin’s data, collected in
2000–2003, and Furby’s data, collected in the late 1960s. Furby (1972) explicitly states that particular
combinations of pronouns in clauses will result in compounds, with noncompound forms found only in the
noncompounding categories. Mushin’s data has examples of noncompounded pronouns where Furby (1972)
would predict a compound (illustrated in 8 above). This is evidence perhaps that there is more variation
than first thought (or, that the system is breaking down due to language decline).
34 This analysis would clearly benefit from a more systematic analysis of the prosodic properties of Garrwa
pronouns in initial and second position than we have been able to provide here.
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of pragmatically driven distributional split that we hypothesized was the motivating
force behind the development of reduced forms from free forms.
Finally, we have no evidence that Garrwa is actually moving toward the development
of a dual system, or that such a move is inevitable. Compound pronouns might provide
some evidence, since the other Garrwan language, Wanyi, lacks them. But we cannot
say whether this is because an earlier system was lost in Wanyi, or because Wanyi
free pronouns are not as far along the path to reduction. As Wanyi pronouns follow
the same distributional pattern, it suggests a fairly stable system of second-position
cliticization of core argument pronouns, with the distributional pattern of oblique pro-
nouns following that of oblique NPs more generally.
5. MAKING REDUCED PRONOUNS OBLIGATORY: THE YOLNGU LANGUAGES. The same
pragmatic principles seem to lie behind more elaborated splits, resulting in real differ-
ences between free and reduced sets of pronouns in the Yolngu languages, an enclave
of Pama-Nyungan languages surrounded by non-Pama-Nyungan languages in the north-
east corner of Arnhem Land, Northern Territory. While the Yolngu languages are
generally believed to be closely related (Blake 1988, Bowern 2007, Heath 1978), they
differ as to the number and type of pronoun sets that they have, and as to where reduced
pronouns can appear.
Pronouns, demonstratives, word order, and clitics provide the linguistic means for
reference tracking in the Yolngu languages, whereas their non-Pama-Nyungan neigh-
bors have prefixes on verbs that mark subject and object, and noun class systems as
well. The free pronouns in Yolngu languages have a nominative-accusative-dative case-
marking pattern (contrasting with the ergative-absolutive-dative case marking on nouns,
and ergative/nominative/accusative/dative on human nouns). These free pronouns may
have clitics attached, with different pragmatic effects, such as focus, or singling out,
or meanings like ‘only’. Within the Yolngu group, the free pronoun forms are generally
quite similar to each other, but bear little resemblance to forms in their non-Pama-
Nyungan neighbors.
Most of the Yolngu languages have another set of reduced pronouns, as in Ritharrngu
(Heath 1980), Gupapuyngu (van der Wal 1992), Djambarrpuyngu (Wilkinson 1991),
Djinang and Djinba (Waters 1989), and Yan-nhangu (Bowern, p.c. 2007). But they are
lacking in Wangurri (McLellan 1992, and p.c. 9/27/07). The reduced pronouns may
be identical in form with the free pronouns, or they may lack the initial nga (or some-
times ngi) of the stems of some free pronouns, as in Ritharrngu free nganapu, reduced
napu (first-plural exclusive subject), or they may drop the final syllable in some forms,
as in Djinba (Waters 1989) enclitic reduced pronouns. Either way, the relationship
between the reduced pronouns and the free pronouns is mostly transparent.35
The forms and functions of the reduced pronouns differ across the languages. In
Gupapuyngu (van der Wal 1992) and Djambarrpuyngu (Wilkinson 1991), reduced pro-
nouns seem to be variants of free pronouns; the most common form is the dropping
of initial nga or ngi on stems of three or more syllables, which happen to be first-
person nonsingular pronouns. In both languages the disyllabic first-person singular
ngarra may be reduced to -rra, but this is not as common as the other reductions (van
der Wal 1992:§4.2.1.1, Wilkinson 1991:208), and it seems that the third-person singular
35 Djinba has some forms whose relationship is less transparent, both in portmanteau forms, and also in
2PL.NOM/ERG nyuli, reduced ngiy (cf. 2PL.DAT ngiyi) (Waters 1989:390). Djinba also has alternations in initial
consonant and final vowel, such as 1SG.S ngarr (reduced), ngarri (free), and barra (status unclear).
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ngayi is not reduced to -yi. These reductions are found in obliques as well as nominative
and accusative pronouns.
The process is more extensive in Ritharrngu, which has a set of enclitic nominative
pronouns, as well as accusative and genitive/dative pronouns that apply only to humans
and higher animates. There do not appear to be weak oblique pronouns. The reduced
pronouns in Djinang and Djinba (Waters 1989) show the greatest phonological diver-
gence from the free forms.36
These reduced pronouns also differ as to where they occur in a sentence. Ritharrngu
reduced pronouns occur in second position (Heath 1980:88), while the Djinang and
Djinba pronouns are rare examples of preposed enclitics (Cysouw’s (2005) ‘ditropic’
clitic); they attach to the constituent preceding the verb (Waters 1989:137).
Example 10 shows the first sentence of a Ritharrngu text, in which the first clause
starts with the free subject pronoun, and the second has subject and object pronouns
as enclitics on the clause-initial verb. In the final clause, the switched subject pronoun
(coreferential with the object of the preceding clause) occurs also as an enclitic on the
verb. Third-person singular subject and object are overtly marked, unlike many Austra-
lian languages.
(10) Ritharrngu
ngarra mirn.gu-nha, nha:-nhanyarra wakala-nhangay.
1SG.NOM hunt-PAST see-PAST3SG.ACC1SG.NOM crawl-PAST3SG.NOM
‘I went hunting. I saw it, it was going along slowly.’ (text 2, line 1, p. 134)37
Reduced pronouns may cease being in complementary distribution with the free
pronouns, and so cooccur with coreferent free nominals and pronouns. Waters (1989:
281) suggests that this is happening in Djinang and Djinba. Fronting is an important
device in Djinang and Djinba for marking prominence, and so pronouns that are promi-
nent, such as when there is a change of subject, occur as full form pronouns in initial
position (Waters 1989:49, 206). Thus there is a functional split, in that free pronouns
are more likely to be used in prominent contexts. This is seen in 11, from Djinba, in
which a subject and an object free pronoun (underlined), with a contrastive discourse









‘I said to him: ‘‘Give it to me, it’s my turn to spear!’’.’ (Waters 1989:401)
36 Six differ from their free counterparts by dropping initial syllables, changing /a/ to /i/, and in some
cases dropping the final vowel, while the remaining three differ in changing the vowel to /i/, absence of the
final vowel, and in one case of the final VCV. As Brian Joseph pointed out to us, while the reduced forms
look like phonological reductions of the free forms in the Yolngu languages, we do not have the comparative-
historical evidence yet to determine the directionality, since it is conceivable that some reduced forms were
augmented by an initial *nga or *ngi to form free forms.
37 Heath’s orthography has been retranscribed with rr representing an alveolar tap, ng representing a
velar nasal, n.g. a nasal velar sequence, rC representing retroflexes, Ch representing lamino-dentals, and Cy
representing lamino-palatals.
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Ritharrngu represents an intermediate stage between the obligatory reduced pronouns
of Djinang and Djinba and the optional reduced pronouns of Djambarrpuyngu and
Gupapuyngu. In Ritharrngu, second-position reduced pronouns are usually obligatory,
even when coreferent with a free nominal.38 The corresponding free pronouns are much
rarer, and occur mostly clause-initially in ‘stylistically marked focus constructions’
(Heath 1980:88), often with a ‘contrastive emphatic’ enclitic ya attached, as in 12.
If a ‘focused pronominal’ is present, second-position clitics are not only not obligatory
but also very rare.
(12) Ritharrngu
Dhaliya wa:nina ngum-bala ngarraya
3PL.NOMCONTRAST go-PAST that-way 1SG.NOMCONTRAST
wa:ni-na lili.
go-PAST this.way
‘They went that way, while I came this way.’ (Heath 1980:48)
That initial position is important for prominent elements is shown in Ritharrngu by
the appearance in initial position of question words, contrastive topics, and focused
constituents. A split in discourse function is shown by the use of free pronouns for
focus in initial position, and enclitic pronouns in second position for out-of-focus ele-
ments. The different patterns of distribution of reduced pronouns show that the reduced
pronouns are not acting as full agreement markers.
Heath raises the important point of why it should have become obligatory in Ritharr-
ngu to have pronominal reference, even when there are overt nominals present. What
is the motivating force to cause pronominal clitics to become obligatory? Heath’s an-
swer in the case of Ritharrngu is the influence of obligatory pronominal prefixes on
verbs in the neighboring non-Pama-Nyungan languages Ngandi, Rembarrnga, and
Wubuy (Nunggubuyu), in keeping with other instances of diffusion of lexical forms
and some grammatical morphemes from these languages (Heath 1978). Heath suggested
that the Ritharrngu have borrowed the idea of obligatory pronominal appearance in
sentences from these languages, but not the actual forms or the specific second-position
restriction.
We have seen that there is evidence from other Yolngu languages for the reduction
of free pronouns, and there is no need to assume that pronoun reduction diffused into
these from non-Pama-Nyungan languages, since they are not adjacent to non-Pama-
Nyungan languages. We have also seen that across the Yolngu languages initial position
is important for prominent information. It seems plausible that other positions in the
clause could become specialized for continuing reference. Since elsewhere in Australia
second position is commonly used for this, there is nothing unusual about the use of
this position in Ritharrngu.
The situation in Djinang and Djinba is more complex, in that the reduced pronouns
follow, or are cliticized to, the constituent immediately preceding the verb. Very often
this has the same result as the second-position restriction: X PRON V, but a notable
difference is when the clause consists of only a verb and a pronoun; in Ritharrngu the
38 In fact, Heath’s texts show that for one speaker at least, the transition from full pronouns to pronominal
clitic has not been completed. He writes of the speech of one of his teachers: ‘This narrator, an old woman
of the Wa:gilak matha [patrilect—JS&IM], did not consistently reduce nganapu we (plural exclusive) to
napu in enclitic position, so both nganapu and napu can be found here’ (Heath 1980:118). And then of the
same speaker in another text he writes that she was ‘omitting several subject- and object-marking pronominals
which would have been added in more careful speech’ (1980:125).
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reduced pronoun will follow the verb, while in Djinang it will precede it (Ritharrngu:
V PRON, Djinang: PRON V).
Waters (1989:278–80) speculates that the Djinang clitics may have developed
through influence from the pronominal prefixes to verbs of the neighboring non-Pama-
Nyungan language Rembarrnga (from which other features have diffused into Djinang),
and certainly the preverbal position is consonant with this. This type of ditropic clitic
is rare (Cysouw 2005), but is also found in Kugu Nganhcara (Smith & Johnson 2000),
a Pama-Nyungan language that would have had little or no contact with either Yolngu
languages or non-Pama-Nyungan languages. We conclude therefore that while diffusion
from non-Pama-Nyungan languages may have played a part in the development of
obligatory pronominal clitics in Ritharrngu and Djinang, it is not sufficient to explain
the separate positional restrictions in the two languages.
Dual pronoun systems do not necessarily require one set to be reduced. Some other
Yolngu languages (Djapu, Djambarrpuyngu, Gupapuyngu, and Dhangu; Wilkinson
1991:199–201) have an extra set of ‘emphatic’ or ‘intensive’ pronouns (often involving
a suffix -pi) that are used for emphatic reflexives and for emphasis (the varieties differ
in the details of the relations with case marking). In Ritharrngu, -pi can suffix to the
general pronouns to create ‘weak emphasis’ (Heath 1978:47). In Djambarrpuyngu, these
emphatic pronouns are used for reflexives, but are also used for emphasis and can
cooccur with coreferential pronouns. Since these languages also allow morphemes with
meanings associated with prominence to suffix to free pronouns, there are potentially
two sets of free pronouns. As Waters points out, these languages use the free pronouns,
often with an additional morpheme, to indicate switch of subject. He notes the decline
in use of such morphemes in Djinang, and attributes this to the fact that, since the
reduced pronouns are becoming obligatory in Djinang, the contrast between the pres-
ence or absence of a simple free pronoun can be used to mark a switch in subject
reference.
Having two sets of pronouns, as we have seen earlier, allows a splitting of reference-
tracking and information-structure functions. In Djambarrpuyngu and Djapu, the gen-
eral pronouns (free and reduced) appear to be more common than the emphatic pro-
nouns. Normal topic continuity is carried out by using the general pronouns (free or
reduced) and zero anaphora. Zero anaphora is used both for verb chaining (with common
subjects) and for continuity of inanimate objects. By contrast, in Ritharrngu, the reduced
pronouns, which include a third-person singular for humans and higher animates, are
more common than the free pronouns, and are used in maintaining reference to third
singular, rather than zero anaphora. In Djinang and Djinba both reduced pronouns and
zero anaphora are used for maintaining reference. In all of the languages the general
free pronouns have become more specialized as marking pragmatic prominence, but
most of the languages also make use of discourse markers attached to the free pronouns.
In conclusion, the Yolngu languages illustrate the range of dual pronoun systems
and the ways the different pronouns within such systems are used for different discourse
functions, often associated with syntactic position. Wangurr, with no reduced pronouns,
represents one extreme. In the middle are languages with optional morphophonological
reductions of pronouns, such as Djambarrpuyngu. Ritharrngu, Djinang, and Djinba
represent the other end of the continuum, where the reduced pronouns are becoming
obligatory, with grammatical status. But the transparent links between free and obliga-
tory reduced forms mean that they are not yet ‘Warlpiri’-type languages, in which the
split is complete, and the forms of free and bound pronouns are divergent.
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6. CREATING NEW FREE PRONOUNS: WARUMUNGU. The Garrwa and Yolngu data show
the association of initial position with prominence and the association of the following
position with pronouns representing continuing referents. In these languages this has
led to a fixing of free pronouns expressing continuing reference to second position,
with evidence that the prosodically weaker second-position pronouns may result in
their systematic reduction. When free pronouns become reduced pronouns, however,
there is still a need to express prominence, even when the identity of the referent is
assumed to be in the common ground. We take this as a key motivating factor for both
the maintenance of free pronouns (in languages that retain a transparent link between
free and reduced forms) and also the development of new free pronouns.
Free pronouns can evolve from a range of sources: borrowing, extending the range
of another form elsewhere in the paradigm, or adding augments to reduced forms. It
is important to recognize at least two information-status types for pronouns, which can
be linked to different syntactic positions. This therefore provides functional grounds
for considering how free pronouns could be created from reduced pronouns by adding
augments. The testing ground is a language in which there is only one set of pronouns
that appears to be reduced most of the time, and that has been discussed in earlier work
as representing an intermediate stage in the evolution of reduced pronouns (Bresnan
2001, Hale 1973). The language is Warumungu, a Pama-Nyungan language spoken
near Tennant Creek. We briefly outline the relevant points about pronouns and their
use (Hale 1959, Heath 1977, Simpson 2002).
Warumungu has one set of pronouns. They normally appear in second position in a
clause, but can occur in initial position. They all start with the vowel /a/, as is common
for function words in Warumungu.39 They all consist of at least two syllables, which
means they can form a minimal word. However, in second position, they are frequently
cliticized to the preceding word, in part because sequences of . . .V1#V2. . . are elided
to . . .V2. . . and also because their stress is subordinated to that of the preceding constit-
uent. The strongest evidence for their bound status is that object pronouns must be
bound to subject pronouns, and some person-number combinations are portmanteau.
Third-person singular subject may be marked by the pronoun ama, but may be expressed
by the absence of any pronoun form. No object-form pronouns attach to the third-
singular ama. Third-person singular absolutive object is unmarked.
FUNCTION A S O with 3SG A
PERSON
1st with 3SG O: arni arni ajju
with 2SG O: arnangkku
2nd with 3SG O: angi angi angkku
with 1SG O: angajju
3rd with 3SG O: ama ama 
or  or 
TABLE 2. Warumungu singular pronouns; data from Simpson 2002.
Example 13 shows these pronouns in a narrative. Observe that:
• The pronoun arni occurs in second position in line 13a and is repeated in line
13b. There is no ellipsis of the subject pronoun even though it is identical.
39 We do not as yet have reconstructions showing directionality, that is, whether the initial a in these
pronouns all result from merging an a-final morpheme with consonant-initial pronominal clitics (* . . .
Capron.clitic → aC. . . ), or whether some result from dropping initial consonants from free pronouns
(*CaC(C)V. . . → aC(C)V. . . ).
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• In line 13c a new character is introduced as NP subject in initial position with
the discourse marker ngini40 attached, followed by the pronoun object ajju.
• In line 13d the unexpressed subject is interpreted as coreferential with the subject
of the preceding clause, and the object ajju is repeated following a coreferential
body-part noun.
• In line 13e there is a change of subject and a contrast set up. The pronoun arni
occurs in initial position with the discourse marker ngini attached.
(13) Warumungu
a. alapparr(a)arni kiwari maanyjunngini nyiyina //
when1SG.S child smallNGINI was
‘When I was a little kid’
(second-position pronoun)
b. wartarnp(a)arni apina //
always1SG.S was.walking
‘I walked about all the time’
(second-position pronoun)
c. arnttinya manyingkkitayi-nyjjingin(i)ajju walpunyu.
that.ERG small-ERGNGINI1SG.O hit
‘That other little boy hit me.’
(second-position pronoun)
d. karlikarl(i)ajju parlkkupakinyi, //
cheek1SG.O punched
‘He socked me in the cheek,’
(absence of subject pronoun and presence of second-position object
pronoun)
e. arningini ngurr(u)arnpa janykurrpakinyi.
1SG.SNGINI nosestill punched
‘And I punched him right in the nose.’ (Hale 1959:67, text on tape 4)41
(first-position pronoun)
A similar use of second-position pronouns for continuing topic is shown in the next
example from the same text (14). Note that in line 14b, the switch of subject is marked
by putting the bound pronoun cluster in initial position, and marking it with the discourse
marker ngini. The subject and object pronouns cannot appear separated, despite the
fact that this means there is no way to determine which of the subject and object
pronouns is prominent. In line 14c, switch subject is marked again by putting the
pronoun in first position and marking it with the discourse marker ngini.
(14) Warumungu
a. [ . . . ]nginngin-tikarnarni mayi parinjina jarti-kkina
thieving-ERGthen1SG.S food was.taking other-ALL
ngurraji-kkina.
camp-ALL
‘[I was walking around] and pinched food from another camp.’
(second-position pronoun)
40 The functions of ngini are varied; they include switch topic and definiteness.
41 The free translations and punctuation are Hale’s; the interlinear glossing is Simpson’s.
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b. ajulajjingini warlinyiyinjina, 
3PL.S.1SG.ONGINI were.chasing
‘When they chased me,’
(first-position pronoun)
c. arningini kurayina yingal karlampi-kina paku.
1SG.SNGINI was.running scared creek-ALL down
‘I ran down to the creek frightened.’ (Hale 1959:67, text on tape 4)
(first-position pronoun)
Thus in Warumungu continuing topic is represented by reduced pronouns in second
position, or by absence of any overt pronoun. Prominent constituents and switches of
subject are represented by putting the pronouns in initial position and usually by attach-
ing the discourse marker ngini to them. There is no simple way to express prominence
of object pronouns separately from nonzero subject pronouns, as the form ajulajji
ngini in 14b shows.
Languages in which pronoun subjects and objects are expressed only as portmanteaux
are rare. We speculate that the reduced pronouns appearing in initial position associated
with prominent discourse functions may be on a path to reanalysis as free pronouns,
perhaps including the discourse marker ngini. The development of free pronouns
from augmented reduced pronouns attested in other languages (§7) suggests a future
stage of Warumungu in which there is a dual system of pronouns, for example, a free
pronoun arningini and a reduced pronoun arni.
In conclusion, while the properties of the single pronoun systems of Garrwa and
Warumungu pronouns show many similarities, they also display some significant differ-
ences. Warumungu pronouns have already attained reduced status. What is interesting
about Warumungu then is the behavior of these reduced pronouns in cases where they
move out of their normal second position and take on the discourse functions associated
with free pronouns in dual pronoun systems, appearing in the salient initial position
and carrying a discourse marker ngini. We suggest this kind of behavior occurs as
new free forms develop from existing reduced pronouns.
7. EVIDENCE FOR AUGMENTS ELSEWHERE. Evidence for developing free pronouns by
way of discourse markers attached to bound pronouns occurs elsewhere. This is perhaps
clearest in non-Pama-Nyungan languages, where Harvey (2003) has argued that it is
hard to reconstruct free pronouns, but possible to reconstruct a paradigm of pronominal
prefixes. In some cases the free pronouns appear to be derived from the pronominal
prefixes. He writes:
independent  bound is not the only relationship that can hold historically between bound and free
pronominals. Among languages with long-established cross-reference systems, bound  independent
relationships are possible. The two directions of relationship are not, however, simple converses of one
another. The independent  bound relationship generally involves the reduction of longer unanalysable
free forms to shorter bound forms. The bound  independent forms involve the affixation of bound
forms to base, which is the root part of the overall free pronoun thereby created. (Harvey 2003:503)
Some of the present-day free pronouns appear to involve morphemes reconstructible
as ‘alone’ or ‘first’ (Mark Harvey p.c. to Jane Simpson 10/25/06). Others have final
segments that are not synchronically analyzable but that may reflect earlier morphemes,
and Harvey links these with the ‘emphatic’ suffixes commonly found on free pronouns
nowadays (Harvey 2003:501). In fact, intermediate stages can be found: in the non-
Pama-Nyungan language Na-Kara (Eather et al. 2005), free pronouns appear with an
extra -bba, contrasting with bound prefix forms (shown in Table 3).
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INTRANSITIVE INTRANSITIVE INTRANSITIVE
S PREFIX S PREFIX S PREFIX
FREE PRONOUN NONFUTURE FUTURE UNREALIZED
I ngarabba nga- ngay- nga-
you (SG) njeyabba nja- ndja- njanja-
TABLE 3. Na-Kara pronouns; data from Eather et al. 2005:22–27.
This -bba suffix occurs on nonpronominal forms: for example, deictics nguya-bba
‘here’, ‘linking words’ muka-bba ‘and again’, ya-bba ‘still, yet’. Eather (p.c. Jane
Simpson 2006) interprets -bba synchronically as a definiteness marker, and thus as
something that has to do with information packaging via the speaker’s assumption that
the hearer can identify the referent. We do not have the evidence to determine whether
-bba was once a free morpheme that allowed prefixation of pronominal clitics, or to
determine if the -ra and -ya were lost from the prefixes or added to the free forms.
But the fact that -bba is interpreted synchronically as a definiteness marker is consistent
with our view that the development of dual pronominal systems has an information-
packaging function at its core.
The non-Pama-Nyungan pattern of creating free pronouns by combinations of bound
pronouns and augments is found in Pama-Nyungan languages, too. Harold Koch has
argued that a -nge augment on pronouns in Arandic languages results from an earlier
marker of discourse prominence. He proposes the following stages for the development
of modern Arandic pronouns from Proto-Pama-Nyungan, with initial dropping in the
final stage.
• 1SG.NOM *ngay  *ngayi  *ngayi-ngV  modern ayenge
• 2SG.NOM *nyun-ngV  *nyunge  nge
This -nge may be identical to the increment found in a number of nouns, such as ‘burrow’, ‘fly’ . . . .
I suggest that it may have had a contrastive function in pronouns and that both may be cognate with
a widespread increment -ngu found in Central and Western Pama-Nyungan languages. (Koch 2004:
142)
Koch does not claim that the Arandic pronouns were bound when they received the
augment -nge, but it seems plausible that they had become specialized for representing
continuing referents, and that they needed the augment -nge to represent focal or con-
trastive information. Over time this augment lost its contrastive meaning, and the pro-
noun became the normal pronoun. The -bba of the Na-Kara pronouns may have had
a similar origin in a discourse marker occurring on free pronouns when they were
prominent.
8. ACCOUNTING FOR DIFFERENCES IN CASE MARKING. Nothing special needs to be said
about the innovation of reduced pronouns from free pronouns when the reduced pro-
nouns have the same form-function pattern as their putative free-pronoun sources,
as in Adnyamathanha (Schebeck 1974:10–11, 30–31), where both sets are ergative-
absolutive, and as in the Yolngu group where both sets are nominative-accusative. But
very often free and reduced pronouns diverge with respect to case marking (Givo´n
1976, Siewierska 1999). Free subject pronouns are much more likely than reduced
subject pronouns to have ergative case marking, and reduced pronouns are much more
likely to follow a nominative-accusative pattern. If reduced pronouns develop from
free pronouns, and free pronouns develop from reduced pronouns, then how does a
nominative-accusative system on reduced pronouns evolve from the free pronouns? In
particular, why should the divergence result in the free-pronoun transitive subjects
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having overtly marked ergative case forms, and the reduced-pronoun objects having
overtly marked accusative case forms?
An implicational universal states that if first/second-person subjects are case-marked,
then third-person subjects are case-marked (Aissen 1999). This basically means that
first- and second-person subjects are less likely to have overt case marking than third-
person subjects. In many Australian languages subjects of transitive verbs are overtly
marked for ergative case, while subjects of intransitive verbs and objects are unmarked
(i.e. absolutive). In classical Warlpiri, first- and second-person subject free pronouns are
only optionally marked for ergative. The unmarked forms are also used for absolutive
(intransitive subject and object). Demonstratives and nominals are categorically marked
for ergative.
But this does not explain the alternation: why should free pronouns be more likely
to have ergative case than reduced pronouns, and why should the free pronouns most
likely to appear as reduced pronouns (i.e. first- and second-person singular subjects)
also be the ones most likely not to be categorically case-marked with ergative case if
they appear with transitive verbs?
We suggest that the reason for this may come from an association of overt ergative
case marking with prominent discourse entities, regardless of whether these are old or
new information. In Djinang, for example, the ‘prominence’ marker is formally identical
with the ergative marker (Waters 1989:49). This is consistent with Du Bois’s (1987)
analysis of ergative marking as derived from the overt coding of a MARKED full NP as
transitive subject, and also with work on so-called ‘optional ergativity’ in Australian
languages including Gooniyandi (McGregor 1998), Umpila (Verstraete 2005), Ying-
karta (Dench 1998, 2007), and Gurindji Kriol and Light Warlpiri (Meakins & O’Shan-
nessy 2008, O’Shannessy 2006). Overt nominals are likely to represent new informa-
tion, and the newness may require extra marking through ergative case.
Ergative marking on pronouns may represent discourse prominence as well (Pensal-
fini 2000).42 This is strikingly seen in Nyamal. Dench (2005a) observes that in Nyamal
first- and second-person free pronouns have one form for S and A functions, which
contrast with O forms, which have a suffix -nya added. However, in addition there are
emphatic ergative free pronouns for the first- and second-person singular that are used
in situations of contrast.43 Dench’s examples follow, showing contrastive focus in 15,
and a contrast between unemphatic and emphatic in 16.
(15) Yikamarta-lu marnta-ka, ngajalu mirta. Nyuntalu marnta-ka!
one-ERG tie.up-IMP 1SG.EMPH not 2SG.EMPH tie.up-IMP
‘Someone must tie it up, not ME. YOU tie it up.’ (Dench 2005a:Ch.6, ex. 31)
(16) Ngaja wanyja-nya-rna wangka, Nyamal-pa, ngajalu.
1SG.NOM put-CPAST-1SG word Nyamal- 1SG.EMPH
‘I was putting down the language, Nyamal, it was ME.’
(Dench 2005a:Ch.6, ex. 32)
The Nyamal system thus shows the development of a dual system in which low-
prominence subject pronouns have A and S linked together without overt marking,
while high-prominence subject pronouns have overtly marked ergative case. If ergative
42 For example, Dench (2005a) has proposed that in Yingkarta ergative marking may signal a contrastive
topic or a change of subject from matrix to subordinate clause.
43 Dench notes that ‘The emphatic forms occur only in syntactic contexts in which if the pronoun were
a nominal it would be marked ergative’. The form -lu of the emphatic ergative pronoun corresponds to the
ergative -lu on nouns, and is reconstructible as an ergative marker in proto-Pama-Nyungan.
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is frequently linked with discourse prominence, and if ergative can be optional, then
it is not surprising that subject pronouns representing continuing referents of low promi-
nence might be less likely to have that ergative marking, resulting in pronominal clitics
without ergative marking, which then are identical in form to pronominal clitics express-
ing subjects of intransitive clauses.
Thus we suggest that the splits in the association of case marking and grammatical
function can be represented in part by the implicational universal stating that subjects
expressing categories higher on the person hierarchy are less likely to have overt case
marking than those lower on the hierarchy. The association of overt ergative case with
discourse prominence provides a reason as to why free pronouns appearing in prominent
positions might have ergative case, and why reduced pronouns, which represent continu-
ing nonprominent referents, are less likely to have ergative case.
The result of the optionality of ergative case marking on free subject pronouns and
the linking of ergative marking with discourse prominence makes a clearer pathway
to the development of reduced pronouns. It remains still to explain the rise of special
reduced object forms of pronouns, compared with the unmarked absolutive object nouns
and free pronouns. We think the answer may lie in the person hierarchy, and in the
implicational universal stating that objects expressing elements higher on the person
hierarchy are more likely to have case marking than those lower on the hierarchy, but
this is beyond the scope of this article.
9. CONCLUSION. In this article we have presented evidence from Australian lan-
guages for the underlying pragmatic motivations for the development of dual pronoun
systems. In particular our research highlights the role of information packaging, here
expressed in terms of pragmatic prominence, in understanding how free pronouns might
get conventionally fixed in certain positions, how new free pronouns might develop
from reduced pronouns associating with a discourse or definiteness marker signaling
‘prominence’, and how splits in case marking between free and reduced pronouns might
arise.
The association of prominence with one position (in the cases we have looked at,
initial position), and of lesser prominence with another position (say, second position),
leads to a split in position between pronouns representing prominent versus nonpromi-
nent referents. This in turn may lead to the development of reduced pronouns, a process
that may be happening in Garrwa, Djambarrpuyngu, and Gupapuyngu pronouns. We
have focused on second-position pronominal clitics following a prominent initial ele-
ment, but we believe that similar arguments could be made for other prosodically weak
pronoun forms, such as pronominal suffixes and prefixes attached to verbs (pending a
better understanding of the positional association of prominent information in such
languages).
The association of free pronouns with prominence also accounts for the emergence
of new free pronouns by means of an association of reduced pronouns with prominence-
marking morphology. The data from Warumungu showed how this situation might
arise. The fluctuations of pronoun systems of the kind we have seen here are driven
by ‘competing motivations’ (Du Bois 1985). On the one hand, there are motivating
factors for pronouns indicating continuing reference to become more reduced, as they
are generally unstressed and fixed in position (Ariel 2000). On the other hand, there
will always be contexts in which speakers need to signal a continuing or identifiable
referent as prominent, which in turn requires some means of distinguishing such refer-
ents from those that are nonprominent. This motivates either a split in the distribution
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of free pronouns within utterances (as we see in Garrwa), the retention of free pronouns
(as we see in languages like Djinang and Ritharrngu, where there is transparency be-
tween free and reduced pronouns), or the development of a new set of free pronouns,
such as we see the beginnings of with Warumungu. We also showed how the splits in
discourse functions of pronouns motivate the development of different case-marking
patterns for free and reduced pronouns.
The implications of this proposal about the pathways for creating pronouns are con-
siderable. We agree with Harvey (2003) and Janda (2001) that there is no necessary
unidirectionality in the relation between reduced and free pronominals (contra Ariel
2000:200). Reduced and free pronouns clearly have different discourse functions, as
we have illustrated in this article. However, the fact that they share the property of
indicating speech participants and referents that the speaker thinks the hearer can pick
out is enough to allow one to change to the other. The evidence from the Australian
languages investigated here is consistent with Mark Harvey’s proposal for the non-
Pama-Nyungan languages that reduced pronouns are easier to reconstruct than free
pronouns. This leads to the suggestion that, if a language has different forms for free
and reduced pronouns, all else being equal, the reduced pronouns should be taken as
representing the earlier stage of the language, and the free pronouns as being the result
of paradigm extension, or borrowing, or innovation on the basis of the reduced pronouns
with additional material. In other words, even though we have reconstructions for free
pronouns for Pama-Nyungan, the presence of a cognate of the free pronoun in a descen-
dant language (e.g. Warlpiri free first-person singular ngayi) that also has reduced
pronouns of different shapes (e.g. Warlpiri bound first-person singular rna) should
be cause for caution in reconstructing that pronoun in the immediate ancestor (say, for
a subgroup). This has implications for some of the claims for subgrouping Australian
languages that have been made on the basis of free pronouns in languages where reduced
pronouns of different shapes also exist.
Clearly there are other factors at play in how pronoun systems develop, including
attention to person and animacy hierarchies, and to syntactic and prosodic constraints
on pronoun positions. The marked differences in the behavior of first- and second-
person singular pronouns (and nonsingular) pronouns from third-person (singular) pro-
nouns requires further consideration, especially for systems that do have overt third-
person singular forms. We have primarily looked at languages with reduced pronouns
in second-position that may act as the arguments of the clause, rather than purely as
agreement markers. It remains to be seen how the pragmatic factors we isolated here
operate in the development of other kinds of dual pronominal systems.
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